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tional resistance is neglected. A cutting-tool in the roachine does useful work; its velocity is 20 feet per minute, and the resistance to cutting is 300 Ibs. Then, energy received per minute = 120X50^6000 foot-pounds; and energy delivered per minute = 20X300^=6000 foot-pounds. The energy received therefore equals the energy delivered. But the velocity and force factors are quite different in the two cases.
IV. Energy may be transferred in time. In many machines the energy received at every instant equals that delivered. There are many cases, however, where there is a periodical demand for work, i.e., a fluctuation in the rate of doing work; while energy can only be supplied at the average rale. Or there may be a uniform rate of doing work, and a fluctuating rate of supplying energy. In such cases means are provided in the machine, or chain of machines, for the storing of energy till it is needed. In other words, energy is trans]erred in time. Examples.—(a) In the steam-engine there is a, varying rate of supplying energy (luring each stroke, while there is (in general) a uniform rate of doing work. There is, therefore, a periodical excess and deficiency of effort. A heavy wheel on the main shaft absorbs the excess of energy with increased velocity, and gives it out again with reduced velocity when the effort is deficient, (ft) A pump delivers water into a pipe system under pressure. The water is used in a hydraulic press, whose action is periodic and beyond the capacity of the pump. A hydraulic accumulator is attached to the pipe system, and while the press is idle the pump slowly raises the accumulator weight, thereby storing potential energy, which is given out rapidly by the descending weight for a short time while the press acts, (c) A dynamo-electric machine is run by a steam-engine, and the electrical energy is delivered and stored in storage batteries, upon which there is a periodical demand. In this case, as well as in case (ft), there is a transformation of energy as well as a transfer in time.

